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Abstract: - On requesting cache data in disk, the distribution of spatial locality is critical to access performance.
Unfortunately, spatial locality properties of cached data is largely ignored, and only temporal locality is
considered. Besides, an individual disk object might induce different dependency relations in different
applications and possibly partial dependency to several distributed original data source (ODS). This interesting
property might be neglected. Normally, these situations can be improved by effectiveness of storage caching,
prefetching, and prediction of the user navigation behavior, data layout of storage systems and global
consistency storage replicas. In this paper, we consider the problem and solve it using data mining techniques
and a service routable consistency framework (Global Distributed Hierarchical Cache Consistent Model;
GDHCCM). The model based on a scalable routing service algorithm that dynamic reconfiguration forwarding
data path within hierarchical enterprise region portals. A novel hypergraph scheme was also proposed to
represent the complex object relations among the applications. Instead of a local measure that depends only on
common objects among patterns, we propose a global measure process based on the semantic properties of these
patterns in the overall data set. The experiments show the effectiveness of the proposed framework. Apply
scenario can reduce the global patch service cost; improve performances and minimum the turnaround time in
access the scope of computer games or virtual environments (VE).
Key-Words: - cache, spatial locality, global consistency, hypergraph, prefetching, service routing,
virtual environments
This paper focuses on using data mining and a
service routable consistency framework (GDHCCM)
for improving cache replica global consistency and
hit ratio in dependency objects with semantic spatial
locality correlations.

1 Introduction
With the rapid growth of the CPU computation
abilities via VLSI development rapid and increasing
demand to develop advanced applications. It is
apparent that the disk bottleneck effect is worsening
in modern computer systems, while the role of the
hard disk as the dominant storage device will not
change in the foreseeable future, and the amount of
disk data requested by applications continues to
increase. Unfortunately, spatial locality properties of
cached data is largely ignored, and only temporal
locality is considered. Besides, an individual object
might induce different dependency relations in
different applications and partially dependency to
several distributed original data source. Several
studies are currently focusing on the design and
concept of using caching, middleware and database
replication technologies [23,24,25] to meet the
requirements. However, existing consistency
architectures do not meet real-time and globally
consistence within hierarchical enterprise region.
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1.1 Background
The hard drive is the most commonly used as
secondary storage device supporting file accesses
and virtual memory paging. While its capacity
growth pleasantly matches the rapidly increasing
data storage demand, its electromechanical nature
causes its performance improvements to lag
painfully far behind processor speed progress. On
the other side, faced with the ever-growing
importance and immense popularity of the 3D
visualization, especially in the scope of computer
games or virtual environments (VE), users expect
intelligent processing (such as processors that
recognize their true information needs) and a broad
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is the process by which one can extracts accurate
and previously unknown information from large
volumes of data. This information should be in a
form that can be understood, acted on, and used for
improving decision processes in scientific
applications, especially in 3D visualization
applications [13,12,2,5,6,10]. Second, it is clearly
when users traverse in a VE, some potential
semantic characteristics will emerge on their
traversal paths. If we collect the users’ traversal
paths, mine and extract some kind of information of
them, such semantic information can help to
improve the performance of the interactive VE. For
example, we can reconstruct the placement order of
the objects into a storage system according to the
common section of users’ path. In other word,
exploring these correlations is very useful for
improving the effectiveness of storage caching,
prefetching, data layout, and disk scheduling.
Compared with the previous schemes, our
approach has the following different characteristics.
(1).Scheme_based: traditional schemes always
utilize the tree_based data structure with locality
(either parent-child locality (i.e., temporal locality)
or spatial locality); (2).Complexity_based: previous
schemes manage these data structures to fit the
memory constraints without considering the real
demand for object; (3).Semantic_based: the
semantic property seems very weak compared with
ours; (4).Knowledge_based: the knowledge of
previous schemes only hold for very near future. If
the time went by longer, the prediction may be
wrong. Besides, we focus on the process of
knowledge construction especially. Knowledge
construction is a process that reflects not the end
result a user would want, or what the system should
produce, but rather the operations a user will
perform using the tools of a knowledge construction
environment. This is an important distinction
because it places the user first in the knowledge
construction process, but it also highlights the
semantic gap between desired outcomes and the
available
tools.
Existing
cache-related
environments focus on identifying what kind of
information the system needs to discover
successfully. However, it is very important to take
the design initiative of enabling the users’ expertise
within a knowledge construction process, rather
than attempting to supplant it.
This paper also presents a service routable
consistency framework (GDHCCM) that is capable
of supporting ripple propagate cache updating
copies that existed in distributed heterogeneity of
storage. Besides, an individual object might induce
different dependency relations in different

and accurate coverage of all realms of their lives
(such as information on “real-world” topics or the
possibility to enhance the fidelity of the scenes).
Unfortunately, because storage systems are much
slower than processors, these applications often end
up wasting a substantial fraction of their execution
times waiting for storage requests to complete
[21,22].
We
call
this
problem
as
demand-supply-gap problem. Rather than fetching
data from disk on demand, predictive prefetching
involves fetching data from disk in anticipation of
an upcoming attempt to access data. The potential
benefit of an predictive prefetching is that, if the
anticipated attempt occurs, then the prefetching will
have hidden some or all of the time it takes to fetch
that data from disk, so the accessing application will
waste less time stalled on read/write operations. In
other words, the management for swapping objects
is dictated by the placement of data [21,22].
Judicious placement of data on storage media is
therefore critical, and can significantly affect the
overall performance of the storage system.
However, it is not an easy task to exploit the
intelligence in storage systems. One primary reason
is the system latency between VE applications and
storage systems. In such a case, VE do not consider
the problem of access times of objects in the storage
systems.
Recently
several
researches
[11,12,13,5,6,10] reveal that they always simply
concerned about how to display the object in the
next frame during the very near future (i.e.,
temporal locality; here, we call it as transient
locality). Furthermore, previous works also fail to
take into account the relationships between objects.
As a result, the VE can only manage data at the
rendering and other related levels without knowing
any semantic information such as semantic
correlations between data. Besides, an individual
object might induce different dependency relations
in different applications and partially dependency to
several distributed original data source. This
motivates a more powerful analysis tool to discover
more complex patterns, especially semantic
patterns, in storage systems. Therefore, the aim of
our work is to decrease this latency through
intelligent organization of the access data, enabling
the clients to perform predictive fetching, and
improving cache data real-time correctness and hit
ratio in dependency objects.

1.2 Contributions of the paper
In this paper, we consider the problem and solve
this using data mining techniques [1]. Two main
observations can support the adoption of data
mining schemes. First, at a broad level, data mining
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applications and partially dependency to several
distributed original patch data source (OPDS). By
using a new scalable web service routing policies
that can dynamic reconfiguration distributed
forwarding cache patch data path in hierarchical
enterprises storage and improving cache data
real-time correctness and hit ratio.
A novel approach is used to discover the
promising patterns, cluster similar patterns in a
hypergraph form and layout these clusters into the
storage systems for efficient predicting runtime
access patterns. First, the VSPM algorithm [16] was
used to discover semantic patterns in VE. Besides,
two clustering methods were proposed to cluster the
similar patterns for reducing the access time. One is
based on the idea of co-occurrence of transaction
data have developed. They are usually measured by
Jaccard coefficient SIM(T1, T2)= |T1∩T2| / |T1∪
T2| [8]. The other clustering scheme is based on the
hypergraph-based model. Our purpose is to propose
a semantic clustering learning technique, which
collects the frequent patterns and uses hypergraph
to represent different but complex relationship
among the objects, then obtains the semantic
clusters by a semantic-based hypergraph
partitioning. In this model, the vertex set
corresponds to the distinct objects in the VE and the
hypergedges correspond to the frequent sequential
patterns. Both of them will make similar objects
much closer to be accessed in one time. These result
in less access times and much better performance.
We also compare the distinctions between them.
Moreover, we also have evaluated the benefits of
object correlation-directed prefetching and disk
data layout using the real system workloads.
On the basis of the ubiquitous service routable
framework, several models were built. The OPDS
dependency spatial cache usage mining rate is a
function of dependency replica operation response
time and turnaround time. The updating route
policy scheduling rate is a function of usage mining
and reservation priority. The production rate of
activity represented as a time variable. Different
value added update service schema was also
analyzed. For example, active updating OPDS
pushed by real time, periodic, reservation, and
queuing with priority/degradation/preemption etc.
Apply scenario can reduce the global cache patch
service cost of transnational enterprise storage
cache and minimum the turnaround time of cache
patch delay.

The remainder of the paper is organized as follows.
Related works are given in Section 2. In Section 3, we
describe our hypergraph model and problem
formulation. The suggested clustering mechanism is
explained with illustrative examples shown in Section
4. In Section 5, the forwarding Enterprise Portal (EP)
agent [26-29] use pipeline mechanism automatically
conversion all kinds of dependency patch and update
special locality caches with OPDS dependencies. The
OPDS hierarchical ripple propagation web service
[30-32] routing algorithm discussion is given in Sect.
6. Section 7 presents our experiment results. Finally,
we summarize our current results with suggestions for
future research in Section 8.

2 Related Works
In this section, we will briefly describe related works
about the traditional prefetching and caching
mechanisms applied to virtual environments and
hypergraph clustering schemes, respectively.

2.1 Prefetching and caching methods in V.E.
Since the navigation in virtual environments consists
of many different detailed objects, e.g., of CAD data
that cannot all be stored in main memory but only on
hard disk. Many techniques were proposed for
rendering complex models used today, as [6] cited,
the previous researches fall into three categories:
First, data-related: it is concerned with the
organization of objects, such as object partitioning,
connectivity and block size. Like the level-of-detail
(LOD) management [20], hierarchical view-frustum
and occlusion culling [12], working-set management
(geometry caching) [20] are these examples; Second,
traversal-related: this focus on reduction of access
times for objects. Traditional cache-efficient layouts
[10,11] (also called cache-aware), based on the
knowledge of cache parameters, utilize the different
localities to reduce the number of cache misses and
the size of the working set; Finally, another variation
is cache-oblivious algorithms [5]. Instead, they do not
require any knowledge of cache parameters or block
sizes of the memory hierarchy involved in the
computation.
However, large polygons of such highly
complex scenes require a lot of hard disk space so
that the additional data could exceed the available
capacities [3,10]. As Chim et. Al. [19] shows that
LRU-based and related schemes do not appropriate in
a context where objects accessed by a client might
change over time. However, the semantics of data
access is more important in defining the placement

1.3 Outline of paper
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pattern abcd is 5, but the supports for the object a, b, c,
d are 5,6,7,8 respectively. Under the concern of
inter-similarity, shown in Figure 1, every frequent
pattern represents some importance. Besides, the
support for frequent pattern abcd is 5, but the
supports for the object abe, abcde, cd, df are 5, 4, 6, 8
respectively. From the above observations, these
patterns are intertwined with the relationships and
should be properly and efficiently managed.
Therefore, those observations also motivate us to
adopt the HG model for representing the
relationships.
In this section, given that the valuable frequent
pattern found, we employ a HG-based clustering
strategy for our hierarchical placement method. The
HG was used for representing both intra-relationships
and inter-relationships. Finally, we propose a simple
and efficient HG-based partition scheme to cluster
these partitions for data layout. There are two
problems involved in this situation. One is persistent
clustering − significant improvements are
accomplished, but are at the expense of the quality of
the final placement solution. As the operations for
clustering increase, the quality of clustering
deteriorates. Another problem is the control of
physical cluster sizes. During the placement step, the
size of clustered objects may be too large relative to
decision dimensionality, which results in the
degradation of the final placement solution quality.
Therefore, our goal of HG_based clustering is to
address these two deficiencies. First, we try to
generate high-quality clustering solution so that any
potential loss of the final placement solution quality
is minimized. Second, we take advantage of the
hierarchical nature of clustering so that the clustered
objects are maximization of intra-similarity and
minimization of inter-similarity. The notations used
in the HG_based model are as follows.

policy [3,15,17,18,9]. To meet these requirements, an
appropriate data structure and an efficient technique
should be developed with the constraints of memory
consumption.

2.2 Hypergraph_based pattern clustering
methods
The fundamental clustering problem is to partition a
given data set into groups (clusters), such that data
points in a cluster are more similar to each other (i.e.,
intra-similar property) than points in different
clusters (i.e., inter-similar property) [2,4,7].These
discovered clusters are used to explain the
characteristics of the data distribution [2,4,,7].
However, these schemes fail to produce meaningful
clusters, if the number of objects is large or the
dimensionalities of the VE (i.e., the number of
different features) are diverse and relatively large.

2.3 Cache mutual inconsistent with
distributed OPDS
Today’s global cache consistent solution have been
proposed using data integration middleware [24]
techniques like xml-based integration middleware,
xml-based
data
integration
platform
and
xml-powered integration middleware. All these data
integration system that enables enterprises to rapidly
build web services and applications that can query
multiple, disparate data sources and provides a
unified result. If cache with partial dependency
relationships with specific OPDS object keeps mutual
consistency, the following problems will be
happened. 1. The Bullwhip Effect will be occurred in
dependency cache replicas flow chain operation. 2.
Enterprise storages can’t make sure the newest
version caches. 3. Enterprise knowledge base will
occur horizontal information lacks harmony. 4. If
OPDS site can’t control its cache updating flow,
transaction and usage mining results, it will not be
able to support different priority and value added
updating services. 5. The dependent cache replicas
usage mining results can’t be sent to OPDS site to
make adaptive cache updating route policies and
value added updating services.

3 Hypergraph Model and Problem
Formulation

Fig. 1. Demonstration for intra-/inter-relationships among
the frequent patterns.

Before we explain our hypergraph model, one
motivation of example is show below. This can be
classified into two different conditions for the
relationships among the objects. Under the concern
of intra-similarity, every object represents some
importance. For example, the support for frequent
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3.1 Notations for hypergarph partition
A hypergraph Ή =(V, N) [3,7] is defined as a set of
vertices V and a set of nets (hyper-edges) N among
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those vertices. Every net nj ∈ N is a subset of vertices,
i.e., nj ⊆ V. The size of a net nj is equal to the number
of vertices it has, i.e., sj =| nj |. Weight (wj) and cost
(cj) can be assigned to the vertices (vj ) and edges
(nj ∈ N) of the HG, respectively. К = {V1, V2, …, VК}is
a К-way partition of Ή and satisfies the following
conditions: (1) each partition is a nonempty subset of
V; (2) partitions are pairwise disjoint; (3) union of К
partitions is equal to V.
In our model, we assign every object to one
vertex, and every frequent pattern is represented by
one hyper-edge (net). As shown in Figure 1,
according to how many objects involved, object a, b,
c, d, e, and f are circled together in different line form,
respectively. Since there are five different patterns,
we plot five different nets for demonstration.
Finally, we will define our problem in two
phases. Phase I: given a frequent pattern set P = {p1,
p2,…, pn}, we design a efficient formulation scheme
to bridge two different domain knowledges (i.e., P
and HG model); phase II: in order to reduce the disk
access time, we distribute P into a set of clusters, such
that minimize inter-cluster similarity and maximize
intra-cluster similarity.

denoted c(u), as the neighbor object with the highest
similarity score to u, i.e., c(u) = v such that d (u,v) =
Max {d (u,z)| z ∈ Nu}.
Now, we will explain our clustering algorithms.
The main ideas come from both object-based and
HG-based mechanisms. Since there are multiple
relationships exist in object-to-object and
pattern-to-pattern formats. There are not sufficient to
represent such relationships if the non-hypergraph
models are used. This is our main motivation for
HG-model.

Fig. 2. The initial condition.

In Figure 2, the dot lines denote which vertexes are
connected in the hyperedges. The circle is especially
for represented one hyperedge {A,C,F}. Since the
multiplicity of hyperedge {A,C} is two. Therefore,
there are two hyperedges between vertex A and C.
In order to identify the globally closest pair of
objects with the highest score, a data structure with
priority-queue (PQ) mechanism is implemented.
There are two phases in our algorithm. Phase 1: we
would like to build the PQ structure initially. First,
for each object u in the Obj (Object Set ), the closest
object v and its associated similarity score are found,
and inserted into the PQ with the key d. Note that for
each object u, only one tuple with the closest object v
is inserted and maintained. Due to the less complexity
in computation, this vertex-oriented PQ is more
efficient than methods of edge-based. Phase 2: First,
we pick up the top tuple (u, v, d) in the PQ (step 7). If
conditions are satisfied, the pair of objects (u, v) is
clustered and created a new object u’ (step 8). In step
9 and 10, the new closest object v’ is found and the T
set is updated. Therefore, a new tuple (u’, v’, d’) is
inserted into PQ with d’ as the new key. Since the
clustering changes the vertex-connectivity of HG,
some of previously calculated similarity scores might
become invalid. Thus, the similarity scores of the
neighbors of the new object u’ need to be
re-calculated, and the PQ is adjusted accordingly.
The following is the pseudo codes of object-based
hypergraph clustering algorithm.

4 Our Hypergraph-based Clustering
Algorithm
First, as mentioned previously, let the object
corresponds to a vertex, and a frequent pattern also
corresponds to a hyperedge. The weight ψe of a
hyperedge e is defined as 1/|e|, which is inversely
proportional to the number of objects that are
incident to the hyperedge. Based on main concepts of
[2], we propose our semantic-based hypergraph
clustering scheme. Let two objects u and v are given,
the similarity score d (u,v) for between u and v is
defined as
d (u , v ) =

∑

e∈E |u , v∈e

ψe
(m(u ) + m(v))

(1)

Where e is a hyperedge connecting objects u and
v, ψe. is a corresponding edge weight, and m(u) and
m(v) are the some interesting measures of u and v,
respectively. As Han. et. al. [7] cited that the support
measure is not a proper measure used in a hypergraph
model. Therefore, in our experiments, shown in next
section, adopt the confidence measure. The similarity
score of two objects is directly proportional to the
total sum of edge weights connecting them and is
inversely proportional to the sum of their measures.
Suppose Nu is the set of neighboring objects to a
given object u. We define the closest object to u,
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// D is the database. P is the set of frequent patterns.
Obj is the set of frequent patterns. T is the set of
clusters, and is set to empty initially.
Input: D, P, Obj, and T.
Output: T
Begin

alleviate the complexity of HG-model for future
partitioning. The above initial conditions are shown
in Figure 3.

5 GDHCC Model Description

// Phase 1: Initialization step for
Priority_Queue (PQ)
1. While (let each object u ∈ Obj and Obj
is not empty) do
2. Begin
3. Find closest object v, and its
associated similarity score d;
4. Insert the tuple (u, v, d ) into PQ
with d as key;
5. End;
// while in Phase 1.

Application operation patch caches in intranet have
three kinds of models. In Figure 4, patch cache with
partial specific remote OPDS dependency
relationships were denoted by (a). Patch cache with
OPDS role in extranet enterprise flow chain was
denoted by (b). A replica with partial dependency
with a specific self-enterprise intranet OPDS was
denoted by (c). Each EP can be two roles, FP
(Forwarding Portal) and FPC (Forwarding Portal
Cluster).

// Phase 2: Hypergraph Clustering based
on PQ
6. While (user-defined cluster number is
not reached or top tuple’s score
d >0) do
7.
Pick top tuple (u, v, d ) from PQ;
8.
Cluster u and v into new object u’
and update the T;
9.
Find closest object v’ to u’ its
associated similarity score d';
10.
Insert the tuple (u’, v’, d’) into
PQ with d’ as key;
11.
Update similarity score of all
neighbors of u;
12. End;
// while in Phase 2.

Fig. 4. Enterprise Portal (EP) Model

The ERP (Enterprise Root Portal) can get optimize
web service routing table according by receiving
dependency replica updating request from low layer
EPs. Then ERP configure each EP web service
forwarding table based on a shortest path algorithm
to create the appropriate distributed data path.

5.1 Problem formulation
Fig. 3. After the computation of step1 to step4, the vertex
C was chosen and merged with vertex A.

For a given data path, a set of EPs are needed to
perform web service processing functions from an
ingress EP to an egress EP, and these EPs can be
physically distributed and can be duplicated. Hence,
several paths are possible between ingress and egress
EP nodes since multiple duplicated EPs can perform
the distributed data path. For a given datapath, DP is
used to denote a vector of EPj involved in the
datapath formation:

Example 1 (OHGC). Assume that the system has 6
objects and 8 frequent patterns. Let Obj = {A, B, C, D,
E, F, G} and frequent patterns ser P = {P1= AB; P2 =
AC; P3 = AD; P4 = AE; P5= AF, P6= AC, P7=BC, and
P8= ACF}. Note that the multiplicity of hyperedge
{A,C} is two. This is one of main differences between
other methods and ours. We set up the level-wise
threshold for the multiplicity of frequent patterns.
For example, if the support of Pi is less than some
fixed constant, say α, then the multiplicity of Pi is set
up to be 1; otherwise if the support of Pi is less than or
equal to some fixed constant 2α but great than α, then
the multiplicity of Pi is set up to be 2. This idea will

ISSN: 1790-0832

DP = ( EPj ) for 1 ≤ j ≤ F.

(2)

which is also equivalent to a vector of sets A involved
in the data path formation:
DP = ( Aj ) for 1 ≤ j ≤ F.
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5.3 GDHCCM model of patch cache consistency

Figure 5 shows an example of a given FPC data path
DP in enterprise intranet and extranet environment.

In this paper, a novel framework was proposed
which consists of active, real time, automation, and
global routing patch replica from OPDS domain to
GDHCCM set. See in Figure 7.
When OPDS object occurred add/insert events,
according to subscribe lists. New copies will
propagation push to all global EP which contained
dependency cache replica information.

Symbol description: Enterprise is denoted by E.
Routing path is denoted by r. flow path is denoted by
b and c. EP encountered OPDS dependency patch
replica flow will generate three kinds of message
flow path , as follows.

Fig. 5. A graph model of Forwarding Portal Clusters (FPCs)

Apply in enterprise extranet data path, like (4).
E5→b3→r1→r3→{c7|c8}→{E7|E8}→{b6|b9}→r1
→r3
(4)
For redirect updating replica to other hierarchy
enterprise, flow path like formula (5).

Fig. 6. OPDS ripple propagation patch chain

E5→b3→r1→r2→{c1|c2|c3|c4}→{E1| E2| E3| E4 }
→{b1|b2|b4|b7}→r1→r2
(5)
For synchronize trigger multiple EP horizontal patch
replica consistency, the feedback intranet OPDS
updating copy must be built , like formula (6)
E8→b9→r1→{{r2 Æ same above (a)} | {r3 Æ same
(6)
above (5)}}

5.2 OPDS ripple propagation patch routing
mechanism

Fig. 7. GDHCCM concept model

In this section, which consists of OPDS subscribe and
ripple propagation message chain shown in Figure 6.
When OPDS object was triggered by update event,
the message was propagation in active, real time, and
automation. Then all patch cache with the specific
OPDS dependent relationship could be globally
updated.

ISSN: 1790-0832

The EP then make one of the choices about
discard/rerouting to lower hierarchy portal, automatic
pipeline processing and schema transformation. All
wide area OPDS dependent cache replica consistency
and correctness can be automatic maintenance.
Enterprise intranet application system need not
change any source code.
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5.4 System sequential diagram
In Figure 8 describe the UML sequential diagram
about the concept model of system object.

6.2 Routing algorithms
Apply the rules to each route request. The
ASF(Action State Flag) is sent from lower layer EP
by portal agent and web services. By modifying
Bellman-Ford Equation (DV algorithm) :
Let dx(y) is the minimum path cost from node x to y,
c(x,v) is a moving path from x to v.
dx(y)=minv{c(x,v)+dv(y)}
Fig. 8. System object sequential diagram

(7)

In distributed and asynchronous algorithm, each node
will transfer its distance vector copy to all
adjacencies at random time.

6 Ripple Propagation OPDS Routing
Algorithm
Routing algorithm was built into each EP for
assisting the xml data stream route path choosing.

6.1 Basic principle
The routing table fields description include: 1. OPDS
dependency replica updates request information
always maintained by EP. 2. Information Included
UUID value, PK value , Hop count, web service
client etc. need to log in portal routing table from
lower hierarchy enterprise request issues. 3. Portal’s
replica update routing information can come from
intranet and extranet enterprise. 4. When a OPDS
update replica publish to Portal, it will discard, send
to processing unit, or reroute to lower portal depend
on routing table check results. 5. For each route
request from lower hierarchy portal will add a HC
value to routing table’s Hop Count value field.
Fig. 9. Cache WS ripple patch routing algorithms

Table 1. Routing table field’s definition

The following; Figure 10; is a demonstration for
using above algorithm to adjust the P1 portal routing
table. Figure 11,12,13 is a demonstration for
enterprise portal add/change/delete its position
issues.
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Fig. 12. Demonstration when portal node change its
position issues

Fig. 10. Demonstration for routing algorithm

Fig. 11. Demonstration when portal node add/delete its
position issues

Fig. 13. Demonstration when portal node delete its position

issues
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Personnel must to set up individual Peer to Peer's
relations subscribe lists. Personnel must also be
effective at any time to verify the transmission list of
groups available. How to ensure to meet the goal of
global convergence consistency is the most difficult.
The operation is shown in Figure 14.

6.3 Estimate of routing algorithms for
distributed consistency
In this section we estimate three kinds of distributed
consistency schemas applied in hierarchical and
distributed storage environment like schools. . 1. P2P
push based eager replica updating. 2. Proxy pull
based lazy replica updating. 3. ODS push based and
active web service propagate routing algorithm for
global consistency. Simulation environment estimate
experimental setups are discussed as follow.

(b) Proxy pull based lazy replica updating
Personnel sent the staff-to-date update copy to school
proxy. If all administrative units of application
required the ODS dependency copy must through
pull and data integration mechanism way. The
advantage of lazy changes is to reduce non-essential
message conversion and the time to send a message.
The disadvantage that proxy server is a single point
of failure risks. That wills not real-time changes all
the dependency replicas on the copy of the
application easy access to information inconsistent
results. The operation is shown in Figure 15.

6.3.1 Simulation goal
All administrative information on the hard disk
containing the ODS copys of partial dependency set.
Through a set of comprehensive, proactive and
real-time update mechanism can achieve consistency
of the global convergence goals. So that all the
schools’ decentralized system, will no longer have
access to inconsistent or outdated information.

Fig. 15. Proxy pull based lazy replica updating
Fig. 14. P2P push based eager replica updating

(c) ODS push based and active web service
propagate routing algorithm
The goal of routing algorithm proposed is using
Subscribe/Publish and active XML web service
propagates routing Mechanism for global
consistency. In a comprehensive, active and
hierarchical automation ripple propagation way to
reach global consistency of dependency information
copy in school. All administrative units’ application
is able to integrate information at the lowest cost.
Advantage: 1. No longer based on individual
applications repeat investment in different database
middleware system. 2. There is no need to
periodically pull to obtain a copy of
dependency-to-date
information.
For
the
shortcomings: 1. Root portal and business units to be
implemented with replicas routing algorithm. 2.
Enterprise portals have to implement ODS update
replica schema transformation. The operation is
shown in Figure 16.

6.3.2 The scope of simulation
The scope of simulation is based on Ling Tung
university campus administrative group, access the
information on disk which was part of dependency
with Personnel part ODS copy. At present, for
improving the application performance by the latest
copy, accuracy and timeliness toward 2 directions.
Including；1. Cache of time and space to improve
regional exchange of information on the frequency
problem. 2. Accuracy and real-time upgrade
distributed dependency copy.
The following will discuss 3 kinds’ global
consistency models for evaluating and comparing the
effectiveness of its operations.
(a) P2P push based eager replica updating
The uses of P2P subscribe/publish eager push mode
send updated copy of the personnel changes to
subscribed agency. The advantage is immediately,
one-way
dissemination
to
all
registered
administrative units. The shortcomings is the
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on a PC with a Pentium 4 1.60GHz and 512MB
megabytes main memory, running Microsoft
Windows 2000 server. The Total Objects per View,
Response Time (in ms), Cluster Cohesion,
Intra-Cluster Similarit, Number of Retrieval Files per
View-radius and Response Time per View-radius
were used as measure metric. In order to compare
with traditional tree-like data structures [6], the
mechanism of Access Path Predictor (APP) was
implemented for performance comparisons. The
detailed experimental results were shown in the
following diagrams.
In the meanwhile, we select the different support
threshold for comparison. Figure 18 and 19 show the
results. Algorithms with clustering outperform other
algorithms without clustering. Since the clustering
mechanisms can accurately support prefetching
objects for future usage. Not only the access time is
cut down but also the I/O efficiency is improved.
Note that HG_clustering represents the Hypergraph
clustering scheme.
In summary, we can determinate that our
HG_clustering algorithm is better overall at cluster
cohesion and inter-cluster similarity. This means that
our HG_clustering algorithm can groups more
similar patterns together and do more improvements
on the efficiency of storage systems.

Fig. 16. ODS push based and active web service

propagate routing algorithm

Assume in measure the global consistency
convergence time is ignored the following metric
including processing delay, queuing delay,
transmission delay. There are considered the storage
replica updating delay and network propagation
delay. In practically, then transmission delay is
usually between several μs. and ms.

Fig. 17. Comparison of different algorithms on global
consistency convergence time

Fig. 18. Comparison of different algorithms on the number

of objects retrieved under the same view_radius.

7 Performance Analysis
In this section we describe our experimental results
and use cache object-oriented layouts to improve the
performance of one 3D visualization − virtual power
plant. Moreover, we used different measure metrics
for comparing the performance under different
circumstances.

7.1 Experimental setups
In this section, the effectiveness of the proposed
clustering algorithm is investigated. All algorithms
were implemented in Java. The experiments were run
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Fig. 19. Comparison of different algorithms on system
response time under the same view_radius.
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